
Market Performance & Events view:

Central bank’s focus on controlling inflation is reducing liquidity from the system, hurting markets 
across the globe. In June, Nifty Smallcap100 faced a lot more pressure down by ~10% vs the US 
index and Nifty 50 slide of ~4-5%. From respective peaks, the Nifty 50 & Dow Jones corrected by 
16-17%, and the Nifty Small cap 100 & NASDAQ 100 updated by 28-32% respectively. On yearly
basis, the Nifty 50 continued to outperform the global indices significantly, down by ~2% (vs Dow 
-10%, Nasdaq -19% and Shangai -7%). Recent, Crude and Natural Gas price correction would 
bring more relief to the heavy consuming countries like India.

Event Observations:
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Ground realities are giving mixed results. On one side, we see inflation is hurting the volume growth 
and, on another side, it is making people move towards higher-value products.
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On the Positive side,

Opening-up Theme: Walk-ins in Malls, restaurants, exhibition business, fashion retail
business crossed pre-covid levels comfortably. Mall owners are talking of increasing
workforce in tackling week-day rush. Consumer retailers are reducing the EOSS (End of
session sales) time, shows strong consumer buying in full-price products.

SUV rush: Auto industry is struggling to cross FY19 volume numbers. However, the 
shift towards premium cars (SUV) is increasing drastically. SUV’s % of total passenger 
car has moved from 28% (May’19) to 48% of volumes (Now), expect the trend to 
accelerate  fur ther  with heavy new launches for  upcoming fest ival .

On the negative side,

Ease of doing business: Now a days, every industry is talking about PLI scheme, and its
benefits how will it transform India into global manufacturing hub. The way foreign
companies are trying to exit India business at all costs on Govt scrutiny. Violence in
Apple’s contract manufacturer plant. Most recently, Vedanta has put Tamil Nadu’s Copper
plant for sale (plant is not operational since 2018) shows the reality look lot different.

Escalated price hikes are hurting the volume growth across sectors like FMCG, consumer
durables, building material segments.
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Conclusion:

Across fall in commodity prices are expected to bring some relief sooner. At iwealth, we believe
micro-verticals continue to do good, backed up our research.
Our macro (i-wealth liquidity indicator) indicators are yet to show signs of turnaround. Wecontinue 
to maintain our skeptical view on broader market.
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